(Answer five questions only)

Q1) Explain the negative risks and the positive risks?  (10 marks)

Q2) a) What are the Project Management closing down and Delivering?
    b) What are the 4P’s (define all of them)?  (10 marks)

Q3) Define only 5: Simulation, Budgeting, Random error (Estimation), Event,
    Path, Control Tools, Project Auditing, Scheduling.  (10 marks)

Q4) a) Why Project Fail?
    b) Why Project Management?  (10 marks)

Q5) Choose only two:
    a) There are several things that can cause a Projects cost to require
       control, what are they?
    b) What are the characteristics of a control system?
    c) Define the Project Audit Life Cycle?

Q6) what is the GIS and what are the benefits of it?  (10 marks)

GOOD LUCK